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Law 13 of 2003 on Labour not to include domestic workers in the system of general 

legislation regarding legal protection for domestic workers. Because domestic workers are 

considered to be employed by "employers", they are not given the protection provided by the 

law against other workers. In the legislation employment of domestic workers has not been 

regulated in detail about the basic terminology of domestic workers. But the ILO insists that 

domestic workers formerly known as housekeeper already recognized and regarded as labor. 

Formulation of the problem in this research is: What is the pattern of legal relations 

housemaid with employers? How is legal protection of domestic workers in the city of 

Bandar Lampung. This research is empirical normative. 

Measures conducted by researchers to conduct research is to seek informants in the 

Department of Labor in Bandar Lampung, to obtain the data subject of study that really suit 

the characteristics of the study subjects, namely the employer and the housemaid. The 

process of data collection is done with the interview. Data was analyzed using descriptive 

way to describe or depict qualitative data generated from field research in the form of an 

explanation in a systematic way. 

Results obtained Authors of this study that: (1) The pattern of the relationship between 

domestic workers and employers much conditioned in familial relationships, which in many 

cases could obscure the relationship employment relationship between domestic workers and 

employers. (2) the legal protection of domestic workers is not currently running in the city of 

Bandar Lampung because: (a) Law No. 13 Year 2013 on Employment has not completely set 

on domestic workers. (B) There are no special rules governing the PRT. (C) Monitoring 

conducted by the Department of Labor in Bandar Lampung has not been optimal. (D) Agent 

PRT dealer in Bandar Lampung has not been registered in the Department of Labor in Bandar 

Lampung. (E) The absence of a complaint for domestic services. (F) Lack pengetahunan 

owned by the PRT. 
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